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For this discussion, a foot orthosis (or the plural, foot orthoses) means any in-shoe device: custom-made 

or preformed, medical or retail-consumer.   

 

 A paradigm shift is taking place in the field of 

biomechanics related to foot orthotic therapy.  Following the rapid 

development of pressure-mapping systems to evaluate the 

mechanics of human locomotion, recent research suggests foot 

orthoses function primarily in a kinetic rather than kinematic 

manner
1-3

.  In other words,  although foot orthoses have been 

shown to  produce small (1-2° in most instances
1
), unpredictable, 

and subject specific changes in osseous segmental alignment  and joint motions, the symptom-relieving 

effects of foot orthoses appear to be  primarily due to alteration of the magnitude, direction, and 

temporal patterns of ground reaction force (external moments) against the sole of the foot; which in 

turn alters the forces acting (internal moments)  around the joints 

of the foot and lower-limb, which in turn causes changes in the 

tensile and compressive forces through the osseous and soft 

tissue structures of the musculoskeletal system4,5, and alters the 

temporal activity of major muscle groups6. 

 Ground reaction force (GRF)  is a vector composed of  

vertical force, anterior-posterior shear, and medial-lateral shear 

(Fig. 1).   It has been proposed that, whether custom-made or over-

Fig. 1 
Kinetic components of  

ground reaction force (GRF) 
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". . .the aim of a 

foot orthosis is to 

modulate GRF at 

the foot-orthosis 

interface . . ." 

the-counter (OTC), only three orthotic design variables can alter the components of GRF:  1) The surface 

geometry ( top surface contour) of the insole, 2) The load-deformation (stiffness)  properties of the insole, 

and 3) The frictional characteristics of the top surface of the 

insole7.   All other orthotic design variables probably  only act 

to alter one or more of the kinetic components of GRF  listed 

above.   

 Ligaments, muscles, tendons, and bones are not 

damaged by excessive motion, e.g., excessive  foot pronation.  

Structural damage occurs when tissues are exposed to forces 

that take them into the plastic region of their individual 

stress-strain curves (Fig. 2 ) and 

excessive joint motion is not 

necessarily required for this to occur.  

Press the palms of your hands together to experience the forces generated 

in the biceps and other arm and shoulder muscles despite the absence of 

any significant motion.  In the treatment of musculoskeletal pain (or to 

simply enhance overall comfort of the foot and lower-limb) the aim of a 

foot orthosis is to modulate GRF at the foot-orthosis interface, in order to 

alter the internal moments acting around joints, in order to return 

the "target tissue" (inflamed or injured anatomical structure) back 

into the elastic region, often called the "zone of optimal stress"  

(ZOOS).  T he "kinetic story" goes a long way to explain why many 

studies have shown OTC insoles to be as effective (or more effective 

in some cases) at relieving musculoskeletal  pain— in particular 

patello-femoral pain—than  custom-made orthoses8- 10  despite the 

absence of the change in foot posture clinicians aim for  but in most 

cases fail to achieve (Fig. 3).   

 What does the kinematics to kinetics paradigm shift mean to the medical (custom-made) and 

commercial (OTC) orthotics industries?   The days of claiming "arch support", "motion control",  and 

"anti-pronation" as benefits of foot orthoses is rapidly drawing to a close.  As the kinetic paradigm 

Fig. 2 
Stress-Strain Curve showing  

Elastic and Plastic regions 

Fig. 3 
Correction in foot posture very 
seldom accomplished with foot 

orthoses.  
[From postureclinics.ca] 
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becomes more widely known and accepted,  manufacturer's of insole products who base their designs 

on purely kinematic  principals will be forced to go back to the drawing board for new kinetic designs.   It 

is likely that health care professionals will  turn more and more to preformed or OTC insoles that have 

the appropriate top surface geometry, shell stiffness, and  top cover frictional characteristics that meets 

their patient's kinetic requirements.   

 Spenco® is ahead of the paradigm shift and in a strong position to offer health care professionals 

a range of  insoles based on kinetic principals.  Spenco® Total Support™ insoles come in three ”formulas" 

—Original, Max and Thin—  based on shell stiffness.  Ground  reaction force is modulated  by Spenco's 

unique and  patented 3-Pod™ system -- dynamic pods of varying 

densities specifically positioned  to reduce the magnitude of 

excessive pronation moments  around the joints of the rearfoot 

during the contact and mid-stance phases of gait, and to encourage 

enhanced first-ray function by modulating GRF across the plantar 

forefoot during the propulsive phase.  In contrast, to help reduce the 

incidence of ankle sprains, the 3-Pod™ System  in Spenco's  GRF™  

basketball  insole is designed to decrease the magnitude of 

supination moments. 

 In summary, a  new paradigm of how "foot supports"  

provide improved comfort and pain relief  is emerging as research continues to provide evidence that 

they function primarily in a kinetic rather than kinematic fashion.   Specialist in the field of foot 

mechanics and foot orthotic therapy now have a new language: Kineticspeak.  Instead of  "arch support"  

and "motion control",  foot orthotic devices now  ". . .alter the magnitude, direction, and temporal 

patterns of GRF on the plantar surface of the foot,"  thereby  ". . altering internal joint moments," which 

in turn " reduces tissue stress into the ZOOS."  Spenco® Total Support™ Insoles are designed to modulate 

GRF to reduce excessive pronation moments, which may be part of the aetiology of a number of 

pathological conditions of the foot and lower-limb3. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. 
Spenco® Total Support™ 

 Insoles 
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